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Characteristics of legends    Date: ______________________ 

Fill in the blanks using the following words: 
 

 

culture - generation – and – place – teach - of 
narrative – magical – readers - who 

 

 
 
1. A legend is a ___________________ account of a historical figure or place.  

2. It’s a popular narration of fantastic events, which are generally transmitted by  

    tradition from generation to ___________________. 

3. They often feature heroic characters _________ overcome challenges and exhibit  

    courage. 

4. Legends reflect the values, beliefs, and traditions of a particular ______________  

   or community. 

5. They often involve supernatural elements like mythical creatures or  

    ______________ powers. 

6. Legends tend to have exaggerated events or characters, making them captivating  

    _________ extraordinary. 

7. They are part _________ folklore and are woven into the oral traditions of a 

society. 

8. Legends can transcend time and ______________, capturing the imaginations  

    of people from different eras and locations. 

9. They leave a lasting impression on listeners or ______________ due to  

     their remarkable nature. 

10. Legends often convey moral lessons or ______________ important values  

     through their narratives. 
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